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MESOAMERICAN EVIDENCE OF P RE-COLUMBIAN
TRANSOCEANIC CONTACTS

Romeo Hristov PbD and Prof. Santiago Genoves PbD

Summary

In this article we discuss the results of the re-examination of a terracotta head of supposed
Roman origin, fOllnd in a Pre-Hispanic burial offering near Mexico City. A stylistic a nalysis
of the figurine by Bernard Andreae, a well-known specialist of Roman archaeology and
director emeritus 01' Deutschen Archäologischen Institut in Rome (Italy) has confirmed its
appea."ance as a Roman artifact from the second to the third centuries A.D. The
thermoluminescence (TL) age test can-ied out in 1995 in FS A."chäometrie in Heidelberg
(Germany) sets the age limits of the artifact from 2870 B.P. to 730 B.P. (cal. 875 B.e. to 1265
A.D.) which, notwithstanding the chronological gap makes the Rom an origin hypothesis
applicable. On the other hand, the revision of the circumstances of tbis discovery does not
reveal any sign of possible Post-Columbian intrusion of the figurine, and permits the
acceptance of the object as the first hard evidence from Mesoamerica, r elative to
Pre-Columbian transoceanic contacts.

THE rSSUE of Pre-Columbian transoceanic
contacts between the Old and New Worlds
has genera ted more controversy among
professional anthropologists than any other
area of American anthropology. Although for
different reasons, the subject has been of
great interest to nonspecialists. For historians,
anthropologists
and
archaeologists the
importance of the problem lies in the
theoretical implications that the answer holds

for the comprehension of the mechanis11ls
and hidden impulses that have originated the
appearance of new concepts of vaJues and
lifestyles in Pre-Hispanic societies . ' or
instance, if can be proved that between the
beginning of the Neolithic age and the
fifteenth centllry A.D., sporadic contacts
occurred between cultures from the Eastem
and Western hemispheres, aseries of
significant cllitural similitude between them

I A slightly revised version of the at1icle pub Iished in Ancient i'vlesoamerica ([999) , Vol. [0 , No . 2, pp.
207-2 13 . Copyright © Cambrige University Press and reprinted by kind permission.
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cOllld be explain d satisfactorily as a reslIlt of
cross-cu Itura I interaction (Alcina Franch
1969: Ekholm 1964; Heine-Geldem 1964,
1969; Kirchoff 1964; Meggers 1975:
Sorenson 1971 , among other ). Conversely.
if it I::. asslimed that thc oceans that sllrround
the American continent -the Atlantic and the
Pacific- represented an impenetrable barrier
dllring the same period, the solution must be
sought within other paradigm , such as the
dupl icated invention derived from the
un iversal mankind psychic unity and/or from
the impact of s imilar ee logical, soeial and
technological conditions.
IN THE PROBLEM of this sort it is essential
to recognize the existence of (and distanee
ones self in explicit terms from) certain
fantastic speculations that have perturbed
seientifie studies of pre-Columbian contacts
from sixteenth eentury A.D. to the present
day. We are referring Lo several hypotheses
that have tried to explain the populating of
America and the apparition of the High
Amerindian civi lizations as a eon equence of
arrivals of immigrant from Allantis, the Ten
Lost Tribes of L rael, the floti lIa of Al exander
111 the Great, and so forth (Bemal 1979:
2 J -36: Willey and abloff J 974: 23-26).
Derived origina lly from the Judeo-Christian
canon law thi dilettante hypothe is have
been converted at the ba ic reason for the
laypeople. Regrettably, this marginal aspect
also has resulted an efficient tool used to
d iscredit the subject of transoceanic contacts,
idcntifying it witb the sort of seience fiction
literature
mentioned
above.
Such
considerations of possible inleraetion
between
the
Old
World
and
the
Pre-Columbian cultural systems have not
been debated in serious terms, even with the
appearance during the last decades of a
considerable amoun t of encouraging and
eompetent research. whose authors are
among the most di tinguished Am rieani ts,
uch as Betty Meggers, David Kelley, Jose
Al cina Franch, Gordon Ekholm, Paul
Kirchoft: John Sorenson, and Paul Tolstoy
(Sor nson and Raish 1996).
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THE PURPOSE of this paper i to present
the resu lts of the re examination of a
terracotta head onee believed to be of Roman
origin (Heine-Geldem 196 1), fi und in the
Central Mexico in 1933 . lt is a mould -made
piece measliring 2.5 cm of height 1.7 cm of
length, 1.9 cm ofwidth. Judging by the break
of the neck, it mu t have been part of a larger
figurine. The piece represents a male person
with nonindigenous facial feature, a beard
and moustaches, wearing a truncated cap
(Figure I A, B). In stylistic terms the find has
no knOWIl paralleis in the pre-Coilimbian art,
and Ernst Boehringer, a specia list in Classiea l
arehaeology and ex-president of the German
Ln titute of Archaeology has argued tor
Roman origin . Ile determined that the head
was made between the second and lh ird
centuries AD. (Heine-Geldem cited in
Garcia Pay6n 196 1: 2).
BECAUSE this object was d iseovered during
controlled exeavation and within inside a
Pre-lIispanic context without traces of
alteration (Gareia Pay6n 1961: I, 1979 :
J,1979: 204-206), it meets the criteria for
aeceptance as a reliable evidenee of
Pre-Columbian
transoceanie
contaets
between thc O ld and th New World.
1I0wever, the differenee between the
supposed age of lhe piece and lhat of its
context, the absence of a more reliable
chronology, and above all, the poor
reputation of the studies of possible
Pre-Colu mbian eontacts, have given rise 10
certain doubts concerning the origin and time
of manufaeture of th figurine. Sinc J992
we have carried out a careful revision of the
circumstances of its discovery. and thi tudy
has not demonstrated any sign of a po sibJe
Post-ColuOlbian introduction. An additional
tylislic analysi of thc head by Bernard
Andreae, a rc, pectable speciali 't in R man
art and archaeology and director emeritu n f
the Deutschen Archäologischen Institut in
Rome (ltaly), has confirmed the suggested
Roman origin and ehronology from the
seeond to th ird centuries A.D. (Andreae cited
in Domenici 2000: 29) . In 1995 also the
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thermol uminescence age test of the find has
been carried out in the FS A rchäometrie in
the Max Planck Institut fur Kernphysik in

Heidel berg (Gennany), which sets the age
li mits of the head from 865 B.C. to 1265
A.D. (Schaaf and Wagner 2000 in print,

,
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Figure la, b: F rontal and lateral views ofTecaxic-Calixtlahuaca head.
(photo Romeo H. H ristov, 1993)
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Hristov and Genoves 2000 in print).
Notwithstanding of the chronological gap the
cited age limits makes the suspicions o f
Colonial manufacture ofthe object untenable
and are consistent with the Roman origin
hypothesis. These fmdings permit the
acceptance of the terracotta head as the first
hard cvidence of transoceanic contacts
between the ancient Mediterranean and
Mesoamerican civi Iizations.

The find: research background
A A RESULT of an agreement between the
Direccion de Monumentos Prehispänicos
(today 1nstit\lto Nacional de Antropologia e
Historia) and the Gobieno dei Estado de
Mexico, exploration and restoration works
were performed [rom 1930 to 1938 in the
archaeological zone ofTecaxic-Calixtlahuaca
(CaJixtlahuaca 1968 : ( 1). nle site is located
in Toluca Valley, approximately at 65km to
the West of Mexico City. Hs main center is
the summit and Northwestern slope of
Tenismo or Calixtlahuaca Hili, with
coordinates 19· 20' 35" latitude north and 99·
41' 22" latitude west ( Figure 2).
According to the associated pottery, the
earliest cultural deposits may be dated to the
Middle Preclassic period ( 1300-800 B.C.· see
Garcia Payan )94 1: 2 14-218) and the si te
remained occupied untU the end of the Late
A.D.).
Postelassie
period
( 1250- 1521
Between the seventh and ninth centuries A.D.
the Matlatzincas, an indigenous tribe whose
language pertains to the Otomi-Mazahua
linguistic family, re-populated the zone and
inhabited it until 15 10 A.D., when it was
conquered and destroyed by the army of the
emperor
Moctecuhzoma
II
Aztec
Xocoyotzin . Since then, the settlement has
remained abandoned, with exception of some
areas to the northeast u ed for maize and
maguey cultivation from Colonial times to
the present day.
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THE TERRACOTTA head was found at the
end of 1933, during the excavation of Mound
5. This mound as weil as Mound 6 are
erected on artificial terra ce on the Northwest
slope of Tenismo or Calixtlahuaca Hili
(Figure 3). The exploration of these
structures was started with Mound 6, which
tumed ou t to be a pyramid of three
superimposed levels, built with uncllt stones
set with mud (Garcia Payon 1979: 204,
Figure 4). Only the north and the west
comers of the first level could be identified ~
all of the outlines of the second one
remained; of the third one only the
fOllndation remained (Garcia Payon 1979:
204). Following the initial excavation, the
paving was removed from the inner patio that
separates Mound 6 and Mound 5, and at dept
of 0.5-0.7m under the level of the paving "a
total of 37 secondary burials" were
discovered (Garcia Payon 1979: 205). The
next step was an excavation of Mound 5
which, after the removal of the surface soil
also turned out to be a pyramidal structure of
three levels (Figure 5), similar to Mound 6
but in a better state of preservation.
Archaeologist Jose Garcia Payon, director in
charge of the excavation in the zone,
described it in this way:
"... decidimos
hacer
una
excavacion interior desde la
cima, para ver si era posible
encontrar los vestigios de las
estructuras superiores que
pudieran hallarse sobre el
pisa correspondiente a la
primera y segunda epocas.
Durante estos trabajos vimos
que la superficie de la
platafonna de la tercera
epoca estaba formada de dos
pisos
sobrepuestos
y
separados entre si por uno
veinte
centimetros,
y
formados con piedra pomez
triturada,
aplanada
y
de
cemento
recubiertos
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Figure 2: Location maps of the archaeological zone of Tecaxic-Calixtiahuaca
in Mexico (inset) and structures in tbe zone (after Garcia Payon 1936: 18).
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Figure 3:
Topographie plain of terraee with the Structures 5 and 6.
(after Gareüa Pay6n 1981: Plain 10)
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Figure 4: East view of the structure 6
(p hoto Romeo H. Hristov, 1996).

Figure 5: East view of the structure 5
(photo Romeo H. Hristov, 1996).
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a pectoral of the
same
material
(Plate
CXXXV),
beads, and four
clay
(Plate

~ol.

,.

1979),
found
and
with
the finding
which we have been able to
the several visits made to the
although not
taken into account
to the
head was fOllnd.
dated the burial

copper
CXXXIX, 9- 1I), two seals
11, 1

as

to the
italics]. All

were spread, as
had been thrown, and
some of thern, especially the
that was made of
sections, were dipped
with melted
(Garcia
Payon, 1
205-206).

is not
the offering
level
under which it was
cited in Marquina 195 I :
The pottery
the
period,
offering, is
belonging to the per iod
(Garcia Payon cited in Marquina 1951: 224),
that
between the
cited in

!I

Emperor

TWO
special comment.
in which the head was
(I
1: 1,-2), in the only
lished
the head
offering
found in Mound 6. He cited as a source the
unpublished second
about the zone of
was
in 1936 and reprinted
in [974). In
second part
ished in

the plates and maps from Garcia
manuscript on the TecaxicCalixtl.ahuaca
zone were lost
the
in Mexico City in 1985 (Fernando
Garcia Payon,
communication to Romeo
Hristov 1996). Of the
and
maps eiled in this
79
ean
found in Garcfa
same number.
Most

the
sorne
that IS,

the piece after the
(1961:
wrote:

an os
"Durante
varios
en ml
conserve esta
la mostre a
poder y
personas que la
tomaban
corno
una
durante el afio de
se present6 en Mexico
Dr. Robert
leine-Geldern
dei
"lnstituto
fUr
Völkerkunde"
de
la

lv1t~r(/!iol1
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In a preliminary study of the piece Hristov
(1994: 69 attracted attention to the fact that a
reliable dating of the piece could resolve the
controversy about its age and, in part, about
its origin. In 1994 we disCLISS the methods
available to obtain a more accurate
chronology of the find with Günther Wagner,
D irector of the FS Archäometrie of the Max
Planck Institut für Kernphysik in Heidelberg
(Germany), and the geologist Peter Schaaf
[rom the Instituto de Geofisica at UNAM in
Mexico City (Mexico). The smaJl dimensions
of the head made it extremely difficu lt to take
enough of a sampie to date it, either by
thermoluminescence (TL) or accelerator
mass spectrometry (AMS). As an alternative
solution Günther Wagner suggested the
thermoluminescence (TL) age test wh ich,
although less accurate than a routine dating,
required a sam pie of only 100-150 mg of
drilling powder, that was taken from the
broken part of the neck, without affecting the
artistic value and the integrity ohhe figurine.
The sam pIe was taken by Peter Schaaf and
Romeo Hristov, and delivered personalJy by
Schaaf to FS Archäometrie. On basis of the
obtained data four thermoluminescence (TL)
age values were calculated (956±226,
1490±333, 2115±415, and 2399±473 years
B.P.)" which established the age limits of the
artifact from 2870 B.P. to 730 B.P. (ca!. 865
B.C. to 1265 A.D.). The technical details of
the procedure are described in Schaaf and
Wagner (2000, in print), and a summary
about the impl ications of the establ ished age
limits in the polemic of the origin and the
chronology of the head can be found In
Hristov and Genoves (2000, in print).

Discussion and conclusions
THE PUBUCATION of the complementary
research of the apparently Roman head
discovered in Tecaxic-Calixtfahuaca (Hristov
and Genoves 1999), has generated much
" Sampie K-717 ; the eited age limits inelude I
error bars.

(J

controversy, and has been discussed in
publications in at least sixtee n languages, as
weil in several radio and television programs.
Three of the objections against the rel iab ili ty
of the evidence deserve especial attention.
The first Olle, formulated before the TL
analysis, is that the terracotta head is a
Colonial-period object, introduced in an
unclear way in a pre-Hispanic context; in
fact, it is catalogued as such in the Museo
Nacional de Antropologia in Mexico City.
This suppos it ion , however, is not based on
any concrete fact. On one hand, the three
undisturbed tloors under which the buria l
was found, and above all, the gold pieces of
the offering are sufficiently clear indications
that the context d id not suffer any alteration
during the Colonial period. On the other
hand , the result of the thermoluminescence
(TL) age test clears up any doubts that the
piece was manufactured at least two century
before the celebrate voyage of Columbus in
1492.
THE SLCOND objection is that the aliifact,
aJthough seems to be Roman could have been
imported by the Spaniards during the firsts
decades after the Conquest, and re-used in
funeral context dating to the early Coloniaf
period. This idea is more consistent than the
previous one, but neither is supported of any
data in the description of the excavation. As
mentioned previously, the settlement was
destroyed and abandoned in A.D. 1510, that
is, about a decade before the Spanish
Conquest. If we assume that the burial dates
to CoJonial times, we would expect to be find
traces of clear intrusion through the three
superimposed floors of the pyramid, under
which the offering was deposited, especially
if we bear in mi nd that complete repairing
probably was not performed, due to the
disuse of the structure. Another possibility is
that the head could have been imported into
the New World by some European visitor
between A. D. 1492-1510, and somehow
found his way to Central Mex ico (Down
2000: 24-25). In this regard we must remind
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never been
and this
to
Romeo
Without
into the thorny theme of the
possible cultural impact that such finding
implies, the discovery of
the
lowing main
when was the head
that an
1,500 years old was
111 an
archaeological context, dated between the
of the
A.O. and
last
the first decade of the

"comes
circle. Hs explicit natural
it can be
at about
One and a half decades
Vivanco (1975: 89), wben
to tile
meta! objects found in the offering, stated his
of
doubts
the
as previolls to the eighth
(1994:69), taking into
account
chronological
placement
the context in which the
was fOllnd, explored the
it with a probable
to tbe Atlantic coasts
the
and

Tt seems,
to
thermoiliminescence
age val lies oscillate between 1
2 I 15±415, and
years B.P., which
II1gs
the
era
as tlle most probable
period
the
and made applicable the hypothesis

Roman origin and chronology. A
the aforementioned hypothesis is
from
Bernard
Andreae,
a
distinguished scholar in Roman art
who states:
[the head] is withollt any
doubt Roman, and the Lab
has
istic
IS
ancient.

beard
traits
emperOl's
A.O.J,
"fashion"
About that there is no doubt.
T am
it as
absoJutely
that the
1Il
the
Romans
Americas.
that
possible even without the
find of
small head.
Obviously,
must
been a voyage with 110
consequences,
a
sinken
One
voyage from
Lanzarote to Mexico IS
perfectly credible as !las
been
demonstrated
cases of accidental

Romeo Hristov and Maura
Mariani).
answers to the second
of
( 196 1: 119), 1Il
remarkable
similarities between the
lizations
Southeast Asia and Mesoamerica, was
7]
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inclined to think in a probable Trans-Pacific
re-importation of the figw'ine between the
third and the seventh centuries A.D.. by
means of a Chinese or Hindu ship. He also
observed, howcver, that "... we cannot
exclude, of course. thc possibility of an
importation, perbaps accidental. by means of
the Atlantic Ocean" (Heine-Geldern 1961:
119). Thi second alternative was thoroughly
examincd by Alcina Franch ( 1969 : 16-1 7)
who onsidered it " ... much more logical ... "
than the first one. The hypolhesis of the
. rans-Atlantic importation is supported by
the Mediterranean origin of the find and by
data from Classic sources (Cary and
11 1- 131),
Wannington,
1963:
43-72,
conceming ancient voyages in the ea t part of
the Atlantic. between the second half of the
first millennium A.D. and the first centuries
of the Christi.an era. We must also take into
account the recent discovery of a Roman
settlement dated between Ihe first century
B.C. and fOllrth century A.D. in the
Lanzarole island, Canary Archipelago
(Atoche Pefia et al. (995). thus confirming
that during the period of manufacture of the
head there had been attempts of exploration
tm,vards the west of the middle Atlantic.
Several ocean currents thai reach the AntilIes
and the Mexican Gu lf have their rigin in he
zone of the
anary arcbipelago, and as
Pericot ( 1962: 17 cited in Alcina Franch
1969: 16) poi nt out "... it i perfcctly
credible to think that at one time, during
those cennJries, a Med iterranean ship could
have been swept away from the Canary
Is lands, Madeira or Cape Verde to the
American coasts." One of such unintentional
voyage was recorded in the eighteenth
century A.D. (Gumilla 1741: 327-328, cited
in Alcina ranch 1955: 878) and it is not only
credibl , but also rather probable that some
others had occurred in ancient times.
Since the 19705 there has not been an)'
mentioning of the supp ed incapacity of the
an cicnt Mediterranean ships to carry out
rans-At lantic voyages; it is the right
moment, however, to reca ll that even the
more rudimentary crafts ( LLch as the papyrus
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raft) have at least a 50% probabiJity of
suceess[ully compleling an Atlantic erossing
(Heyerdahl 1971 ; Genoves I 972a, 1972b).
How cou Id the head, once it arrived on the
Am r ican coasts reach the Matlatzincas in
Tecaxic-Calixtlahuaca?
From
hi torical
sources, wc know that during the ruJe of
Aztec emperor Moetecuhzoma Ilhuicamina
(1440-1469 A.D.) thc Matlatzincas were
Aztee a ll ies during two military expeditions,
one in the area of Mixteca Aha (what is now
thc state of Oaxaca, Mexico) and the other in
the Huasteca namely the area of the GuLf
Coast of Mexico (Tezozomoc l878 Chapter
XXIX and XL cited in Garcia Payon 1936:
173 - 176). During tbe later expedition the
Matlatzincas were especially distinguished
and retu med with a rich booty (Garcia Pay6n
1936: 175- 176). I f the idea of a Trans-AtJanlic
importation is accepted, it j not illogical to
think thai the head (or the complele figurine )
was taken to Tecaxic-Calixtlahuaca as apart
)f the booty from H uasteca.

The most persuasive explanation for the
di crepancy of more than a thousand years
between the manufacturing date of the piece
and when the offering wa placed is that it is
one of the various Mesoamerican cases of
re-usc of objects from earlier eras. Between
the 1940s and 1980s about two dozcns of
such findings were rep rted (see summary in
Navarrete J982 : 159- 162), from the Mayan
area, the coa. t of the Gulf of Mexico and
Valley o f Mexico, Thi practice is der ived
from the function of such objects as symbols
of a particular descent group (real or
invenled) that formed part of identily patterns
through wh ich the elite differentiated itself
from non-cl ite, thu ju ti fying its position of
authority (Matos 1979: 17). rom Central
Mexico, the mosl relevant examples are some
O lmee, TeoLihuacan and Toltec pieces fOllnd
in Aztec burial offerings inside the Great
of
Mexico-Tenochtitlan.
We
emplc
e pecially emphasize the little Olmec mask
from green stone, which come from the
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thousand years
in a
years old context " (Matos 1
the
Payon ( 1961 :
other similar heads. Thc
be in the Museum of
second one is cited as

head,
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Blanco Labra". In

J
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pre-Columbian terracotta
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Museum
Ch
was
impossible to identify any
similar to the
one fOllnd in Tecaxic-Calixtiahuaca. There is

(personal
Romeo Hristov 1993).

communication

to

was found in 1952 in the
a pit in the basement of Victor
house in the
of
Queretaro, Mexico. It was a terracotta
with a height of about 2-3 cm, and
a female face with bun hairstyle.
As far as Blanco Labra could
(personal communication to Romeo Hristov
1993), the
was
with human
and pottery sherds. The head was lost
and a more detailed speculation,
only on the above mentioned
information
not seem prudent.
bya drawing
that
showed us, however, the
it
as being of Roman origin seems incorrect.
The
context of
cannot
from
Pre-Hispanic times.
As final remarks we would like to
once again, that in its fundamental aspects
such as
plants and animaJs,
knowledge and use of
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among others, the OId and the New World
civil
until the
were firmly different and,
from each other (
and Genoves 1998:
there are also some data of
kinds and levels
credibility that
the
sporad
most probably
accidental,
voyages before
Columbus, which apparently had very Umited
fhe
any- culturaJ and
find
an apparently Roman head in
ixtlahuaca, Mexico, seems to
support the occurrenee of one
voyage
across
the
middle Atlantie,
In the
Chrlstian era.

On the other hand,
that
lslands were d iscovered around 1334
the high!y probable contacts between
the aneient Mediterranean world and
were
on!y a decade and
half ago with
and African
found in the
m
context prior to fourteenth
1987 a Roman settlement dated between the
first century B.C. and the fourth eentury
has been
in the Lanzarote island
(Atoche
I
and more recent
research has proved that not
but also Phoenicians and
at
two of thc
islands (Tenerife and Lanzarote), as
B.C. (
aLl
discussion

possible
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not entirely unreasonable
near future that
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Resumeu
En cl preseDte articulo se diseuten los resultados de la re-examinacion de una cabecita de
terraeota de supuesto origen romano, eneontrada en una ofrenda funeral prehispanica cerea
de Mexico, D.F. La apariencia de la figurilla eomo artefacto romano dei segundo 0 tercer
siglo d.C. fue confirmada de Bernard Andreae, un respetado especialista de arqueologia
romana y director emcrito dei Deutschen Archäologischen Institut eD Roma (ltalia). Eu 1995
elFS Arcbäometrie eD Heidelberg (Alemania) lIevo a cabo uoa prueba de edad por medio de
la termoluminiscencia (TL) y establecio los limites cronologicos dei artefacto entre 2870 a.p. y
730 a.p. (875 a.c. basta 1265 d.C.). Estos resultados, no obstante dei considerable margen de
error, hacen la bipotesis de origen romano aplicable.Por otro lado, la revision de las
circumstaocias dei descubrimiento no ba revelado indicio alguno de posible intrusion
postcolumbina, y permite la aceptacion de la cabecita como la primera evidencia
mesoamericana, relativa a contactos traDsoceanicos precolombiDos.
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